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INTRODUCTION
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

About this
guide

The Roadmap is a method for an organization to chart or map their
corporate BIM strategy (which meets the Level 2 requirement laid down
by UK Government) via a number of clear steps or layers. This approach
is not new and has indeed been used in engaging HM Government
departments involved in the current 2016 BIM and GSL mandate, a
recommendation made in the Government Construction Strategy 2011[1].
This guide expands this approach, explains these stages and uses the ‘sample
facility’ approach described below to set them into context. An example
of the Roadmap is included in Appendix A.
The guide is aimed at those who are responsible for developing a BIM
strategy within a building owner organization. It can also serve as a useful
guide to BIM for all those involved in BIM projects, and those who may
be taking over assets provided using BIM processes.
As most organizations will start their BIM engagement via a particular
new build construction project, this guide focuses there initially. However,
it moves on to look at the wider aspects of BIM used as a process or tool
for managing live asset portfolios, where individual construction projects
are simply parts.
This guide will also act as a way of putting all the concepts and documents,
such as PAS 1192-2[2], described elsewhere, into a common framework to
help demonstrate their relationships – what they are, and how they relate
to each other and to wider industry practices.

1.2

	The ‘sample
facility’

In order to better explain the concepts and ideas put forward in this guide,
the idea of a ‘sample facility’ will be used. This means that all the examples
used here will be related to the same reference source.
The scenario chosen for use throughout the guide is the provision of a
new administration building on a university campus in the UK. This has
been done because this type of facility has the scope to experience all
instances which may need to be explained in this guide, and so will enable
consistency to be maintained throughout.
With the facility chosen it has been possible to determine policies such
as procurement strategies for use across the site which will also form part
of the examples here. Any references made to new build activities or ideas
will be relevant to a project to construct a new administration building on
a university campus site.
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THE ROADMAP LAYER 3 - CLIENT ROLES

Figure 10: Extract from Ministry of Justice PLQs – Stage 03 Definition
Questions for Stage 03. Definition
3/1

How will BIM be managed and exploited in this project?
A contractual BIM execution plan and protocol for the project defining different levels of design maturity
for each project phase, who will develop the content, to what standards, who will be authorised to use
it, for what purpose, how it will be coordinated, who will own what and how information incompatibilities
shall be resolved. This is to include the means and protocols for the communication of information
between parties.

3/2

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for coordinated design intentions?
Zones allocated to demonstrate adequate space for coordination, including building services. Survey
of site, Point cloud data processed to form 3D site model. High definition photography overlay on 3D
survey.

3/3

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for site layout?
Development model superimposed upon 3D laser survey model viewable from a range of pre-agreed
perspectives. 2D general arrangement drawings, plans, cross sections and elevations, produced from
the model.

3/4

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for planning & spatial arrangements?
Demonstration of this through modelling, walk-through visualisations etc. mapping key spatial
relationships and showing how these are achieved. Schedule of facilities produced from the model.

3/5

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for elevation treatments?
Envelope information in the model. Rendered model information of the required elevations. Structural
information in the model.

3/6

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for construction systems?
Construction system specific objects.

3/7

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for environmental systems?
UK equivalent of AIA Level of Detail: 200. Zones allocated to demonstrate adequate space for
coordination, including building services. Survey of site, Point cloud data processed to form 3D site
model. High definition photography overlay on 3D survey. Development model superimposed upon
3D laser survey model viewable from a range of pre-agreed perspectives. 2D general arrangement
drawings, plans, cross sections and elevations, produced from the model. Schedule of facilities
produced from the model. Rendered model information of the required elevations. Structural
information in the model. Envelope information in the model. Generic services and control systems
sizing / capacity information included in the model. Schematics referenced. Optimised construction
sequence and programme information developed in the model. Clash prevention confirmation
simulations for -Services & structure including profiles, basic specifications & tolerances -Access routes
-Lifting operations.

3/8

Is the design developed to demonstrate detailed proposals for buildability?
Schedule and modelling of zoning and control strategy to be used. Generic services and control
systems sizing / capacity information included in the model. Schematics referenced.

3/9

Is the cost plan robust (firm)?
Quantity take off from BIM Schedule assumptions based on build sequence used in BIM. Evidence
that results of virtual and/or real prototyping of innovative and complex elements of the design have
been incorporated into the BIM. Assumptions of a predicted range of operational costs for key activities.
Confidence level: design contingency of 10>15%.

3/10

Is the cash flow forecast reliable?
Sensitivity analysis, varying aspects identified as high risk in the project risk register

24
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THE ROADMAP LAYER 3 - SUPPLY CHAIN RESPONSES

THE ROADMAP LAYER 3 - SUPPLY CHAIN RESPONSES

BEP –
Pre-contract

BEP –
Post-contract
award

BEP –
Pre-contract

BEP –
Post-contract
award

In response to the employer’s information requirements (EIR), the
supply chain is required to provide a range of information at different
stages through the procurement process and beyond. These documents
demonstrate how the supply chain will go about meeting the EIR and also
demonstrate the capabilities of the chain – collectively and individually –
to achieve it. The documents are explained fully in PAS 1192-2[2], and are
summarised here for information.
6.1

BIM execution
plan (BEP)

The supply chain is required to produce two BIM execution plans – one
prepared as part of the tender process and returned with the tender (precontract), and the other prepared once the contract has been awarded (post
contract-award). In some cases, the design team may be required to submit
their own BEP in response to the client’s EIR for design services.
Pre-contract BIM execution plan (BEP)

The pre-contract BEP should consist of everything requested in the EIR
plus the following information:
•

The project implementation plan (PIP)

•

Project goals for collaboration and information modelling

•

Major project milestones consistent with the project programme

•

Project information model (PIM) deliverable strategy

The PIP should include the supply chain capability summary form, which
captures the information from three supplier assessment forms - BIM
assessment, IT assessment and resource assessment.

28

•

Supply chain capability summary form – this is designed to help the
principal supplier assess the capability of their suppliers as part of the
sub-contract procurement process and to establish that the resources
necessary to respond adequately to the EIR are available

•

Supplier BIM assessment form – this is formed of a series of
questions designed to demonstrate the BIM capabilities of the
supply chain members, and includes topics such as gateway
questions, BIM analysis, BIM project experience and BIM capability
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